
The magical 50 hours-November 2019 
 

The idea of running 50 hours came to my mind post successful run in Finland where I did 105km race in 
the hills of skiing slopes. There came the idea of running 50 hours on my 50th birthday. I wanted it to 
happen it in my own city in front of my own friends & family. 

The challenge was huge & the preparations needed were tough mentally, as I had decided to run on a 
400 meter track. The idea of running on track itself is mentally not acceptable, but I wanted to challenge 
myself with such mental effort. 

The training plan 

Preparation begins with running regularly on tracks putting in mileage & mentally accepting the 
challenge of being on track for 50 long hours! Physically getting ready was one challenge & mentally 
getting tougher was another & bigger challenge. 

Those long hours of run on the track started to prepare me mentally. I was now readying myself for the 
ultimate challenge & started communication with LBR to register for the record attempt. I started 
working out on my core to have strength to last 50 hours. 

The big challenge 

Convincing my better half that I was attempting to run 50 hours was biggest challenge as by now I was 
mentally ready for running 50 hours! She was very reluctant at first thought & said you have done 
ednough, but later she started to accept as I was training already, she knew that this guy is going to go 
for it! 

Getting ready for big day 

I was ready to go for it & the big day came, it was 16th November 2019 & I had just finished my 
professional commitment of organizing a Half Marathon event for my client. Mentally I was ready to go 
for it & physical preparations were good. My running group ADR organized runners to run with me 
during my epic run effort. I had my Physiotherapy & medical team also ready for the support. 

Start of the Challenge 

The run started with normal running & I started getting in rhythm & kilometers kept passing by the time 
was also ticking & then came the first night of the run, this is difficult phase for any runner, for me 
specially as I have a habit of sleeping around 9:30pm daily. I kept moving & it helped me with several 
runners around. The night was gone & it was dawn & I was feeling cold as the weather was changing to 
winter. 1 day (25 hours) passed & I could do 139kms. Usually the speed slows you down after this 
mammoth task achieved, I kept going with same zeal & reached afternoon which was truly tough & 
harsh. The runners reduced to almost 1 with me as it was heated & the track being synthetic. By now I 



had developed 2 blisters in my left foot, I had pain but the will to keep going was overpowering 
everything else. I had a quick cold shower & I started feeling great & the evening was set the 
atmosphere around was also electrifying with hoards of people coming to greet & wish luck. 

I was feeling good with each wish & smile, the pain in the foot was not felt. At around 9pm I had a twist 
of ankle in the same left foot & it swell around with lot of pain, my physiotherapist wanted me to have a 
look & go easy or quit. I was absolutely charged to finish the challenge. I kept moving & the pain 
subsided drastically, now I had the worst part coming ahead, I was feeling lethargic & sleepy, remember 
this was another night of running! I took a shot of black coffee & kept moving & time went by. It was 
early dawn & I wanted to decide on number of kilometers I am going to do. I had a target of 280 km in 
mind & was going for it. 4 hours to finish & had to do 29kms to achieve it & I was now focusing on it, 
when people started pouring in around 5:45am & then I was left to mercy of enthusiastic mob who 
wanted to click selfies, with time the mob size doubled & the time came when the full track of 400 
meters was filled with humans. Now moving became a problem & I was being escorted to keep going. 
The last hour was unbelievable as the crowd was at every corner of the track & cheering for me to finish. 
I was being mobbed literally in last 10 minutes & then came the last 2 minutes to finish when I break 
free & speed away to sprint the final lap! The joy of running 50 hours was not sinking as I was again 
surrounded by media. I did it!! I ran 278.2kms. Every pain became secondary & I was full of joy & 
happiness with my wife, family & friends around me.  

Heartfelt Gratitude! 

Special thanks to my support system (My team) without which such task are far from achievable! My 
Physiotherapy team, my strength training team, my nutrition & hydration check team, the cameramen, 
the neutral witnesses(For LBR), my running community friends who supported wholeheartedly, Rajpath 
club members & committee who believed in me, my family & my wife the backbone of the whole 
planning & execution! 

 



 



 

 


